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Monkeys, Apes, Mirrots and Minds: The
Evolution of Self-Awareness in Ptimates

Almost two decades of research on the self-recognition capacity of
non-human primates has produced evidence of intriguing phylo-
genetic differences. Not a single species of monkey has demon-
strated the ability to recognize its own reflection in a mirror,
despite some claims to the contrary. To date, only humans,
orangutans and chimpanzees have passed obiective tests of mir-
ror-recognition. This paper reviews the methodology and evi-
dence for self-recognition in primates along with the assumption
that this ability is an indicator of self-awareness. The failure of
the gorilla to master the task is discussed in some detail, along
with an evaluation of anecdotal evidence of self-recognition by at
least one gorilla. Also, the evolutionary backdrop of the primates
is considered with reference to this unique behavior. Evidence
supporting alternate, non-cognitive interpretations of self'recog-
nition is assessed.

Inuoduction

In a speculative tour through an area of research that has generally been left
uncharted by natural scientists, DoezH,A,Nsxy (1975) commented that with regard to the
capacity of self-awareness, humans will never know if they are alone in the animal
kingdom. This. attitude is typical of many researchers, and there is a long tradition in the
field of animal behavior to support it.

At first inspection, Dobzhansky's claim seems so obvious as to be trivial. After all,
even humans have no direct proof of self-awareness in others. Through language we are
able to relate our inner experiences to others, but as of yet there is no way to directly
examine the mind of another human. Early natural scientists dissected both the heart and
the hypothalamus looking for evidence of the mind, but found none. Self-awareness
became a topic of discussion best suited for metaphysical inquiries, not scientific ones.
However, in recent years this assumption has been challenged. If self-awareness does exist
then there should be some way of testing for its presence in organisms. G.tu-up (1977a,

1979, 1985) has argued that there is: Self-recognition in mirrors.
GILLUp's key observation is that a prerequisite for the ability to recognize yourself

in a mirror is the possession of a sense of self. How else can an organism successfully
interpret.and use the visual stimuli that it is confronted with while in front of a mirror,
without first knowing that it exists? As Geuup (1977a, 1979) has pointed out, there is an

implicit duality in any mirror-image. In front of a miror, any organism with adequate

visual abilities is <<an audience to its own behaviortt (Grrrup et al., 1980: 210). One
practical result of this is that otherwise invisible information about the self becomes

available (for example, information about the face). Most animals, however, fail to grasp

the duality of their own mirror-images and they react as if they were in the presence of
another member of their species (see Glnup, 1968, 1975 f.or reviews). Initial reactions to
the reflection usually take the form of species-typical behaviors including overt social
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sestures, courtship displays and aggression. These social reactions are well documented for

I ""ii.iv of "ni-.tt including fiih, birds, sea-lions, dogs, cats, and primates (Ge.llup,

L968, 1975, 1982).
Fo, th. majority of animals a mirror serves as a source of self-stimulation as opposed

,o 
" 

rn*r"r of s.U-i"tpectior, (G*rrro, 1975). These animals either habituate to the mirror

;; ;;;;i;;. ;..rpond as if confronted by a conspecific, but theynever use the mirror as a

mechanism for gaining 
"ifr.t*ir. 

urrau"ilabl. information about themselves' To date, only

chimpanzees, ol"ng..-rtr.r, 
"rri 

hu."r6 have demonstrated a capacity for spontaneous self-

recognition.

Evidence of Self-Recognition in Chimpanzees and Orangutans

Geu-up (1970) has developed a methodology designed to provide an objective

"rr.rr-.ni 
of self+ecognition. To begin, animals th-at have never been exposed to mirrors

^i. "llor.d 
access to tlieir own refleclions over a set period of days. Their responses to the

mirrors are recorded using behavioral categories appiopriate to the test situation (threaten

.i.ror, visual explore, tlactile explore, t.U-gtoo-, etc.),. Total amount of time spent

viewing the mirroi-im"i. 
"rrd 

any self-directed behaviors that require using the mirror as a

;il;;?. Jr;i..o.d.d]Next, th; animals are anesthetized and an odorless, non-irritating,

tsG,-r.a dye is applied on the forehead just above or on the eyebrow, ridge. After

;;;;.G tio111 
"n.rifr.sia 

they are first observed for a set time period to determine the

i"ndo. rit. of mark-directed i.spontes. Then a miror is inroduced and their responses

;,i.- J ,por, "r. recorded ^ rell as the behavioral categories described above'

Chimpanzees (Pan trogtodyles) and orangutans (longo pygmaeus) initially react to

mirrors *iih higtt rates of threai behavior directed at the miror-image (ANn-ensoN, 1981;

GrLrun, tgTo:L975, L977b; GALlup et al., !980), but these aggressive displays wane

afrer a i.r d"yr. At this polot th.y begin io use their reflected images to gain visud

information abtut themselves that *o,JJ otherwise be impossible to obtain. Using their

;;fdri""r as a guide, they are ofren observed picking biL of food from between their

;;;;h;l;;Gd 
"J'manipulating 

the anal-genital region, etc. (G,trrup, 1975). After
these animals hive been stained riih th. bright-red dye and returned to the mirror, they

rp."a 
"" 

unusual amount of time grooming th. tpot that has suddenly appeared on their

forehead. It is evident that they c-orrectlylnterpiet the mirror-image both from the fact

;il,h.y ,rt. th. mirror "t " 
g"ia. while grooming the red spot and that they visually

inrp.., and smell their fingeis after they touch the spots. These results have been

,.jli."t.d a number of timei (G1alup, 1970; Hu et al., cited in Grrlup et al., L97l;
G,c,LLup et al.,l97l; Lernrraare & Di.icxER, 1973; Su,c,REz & Giurun, 1981; Thompson,

cited in GnLLUr, 1982; Spitzer, cited in G.trrue, 1982). Control animals, given no

experience with mirrors'prior to the marking test, fail to display-self-directed responses

toward the red spots upon initial confrontation with their reflections.

Yet another i.rdi.ation that the animals recognize themselves in mirrors comes from

the total amount of time spent viewing the mirior. Initially, the subjects spend large

amounts of time in front of the mirror, Lut this declines after the third day (presumably

this decline corresponds to the onset oi self-recognition). It is during this period thatthe

social and agonistic responses to the mirror cease and self-inspection behaviors begin. Yet

"... ,fr.V aie marked and pl".ed back in front of the mirror, the amount of viewing time

rises dra,natically for the experimental group. This rise in viewing time is yet another

indication that ihe animals ,rnderstand 
"the rue significance of the alteration that has
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occured to them during the test trial - despite
this alteration came from minored cues.

Lack of Self-Recognition in Other Primates

495

the fact that the only information about

Based on what we now know about the behavioral and cognitive similarities between
chimpanzees and humans (Goooen, L971, 1986; Dasuor.rl, 1979), it might come as no
real shock that these animals are able to learn to recognize themselves in mirrors (for
example, see Goooelt's [1971: 254] reaction to this research). In fact, we tend to think of
cognitive phenomena as having a phylogenic continuity in one form or another throughout
the Order Primates (!il.enneN, 1965; Cowey & \X/arsrRANz, 1975; Hooos, 1982; Ecresu
& Snowoott, 1981). In an attempt to extend the phenomenon of self-recognition to other
primates, G,c.Lrup (1970) tested three species of monkeys for mirror-recognition. Stump-
tail macaques (\I.a9aca arctoides), rhesus monkeys (M. mulata), and cynomolgus monkeys
(M. fasicalais) all failed to show any signs that they interpreted the image in the mirror is
themselves and failed the critical red-dye test.

Since Glrlue's original study, self-recognition research with primates has expanded
to sample a wide array of species. To date, pygmy marmosets, spider monkeys, capuchins,
squirrel monkeys, six species of macaques, mandrills, olive and hamadryas baboons, two
species of gibbons, and even gorillas, have failed formal (and informal) tests of self-
recognition (AruoeRsoru, L98L, 1983; BENnen, Cenrrox & S,r,ruunr, 1g75; Benrneto,
L969; GtLrw, 1970, t977b; Ge,uup et al., 1980; pr.e.rr and rnoruresoN, 19g5; Ler.H-
ruere and D0cren, 1973; Bnvenr and ANoenson, 1985; also see references in delun,
1982). As Gru-rup (1982:238) notes, <<... none have shown any indication that they were
capable o{ realizing that their behavior was the source of the behavior depicted i1 th.
lTlroro_ despite months (Geuue, L977b) and even years (Bertrand, cited in Grr.rue,
1982; Sumez & G,cll.up, 1986) of exposure.

Il 
"_q 

attemp.r to <salvage the conceptual integrity of monkeys> (Geuun, et al., !9g0:
211), Gallup and his colleagues decided to try to *o...o the issue of self-recognition upon
monkeys. C_a_pitalizing on their well developed ability for inter-individujrecognition
(Bnuce, 1982; Beuen & Prurre, 1983; GuNor,nsoN & Sv,mrz, 19g5; Nexerr,icnr &
Yosrnl,l, 1986), GrcJ-rue exposed pairs of rhesus monkeys to mirrors to iacilitate mirror-
recognition. The idea was elegant. Since each animal todd recognize the other, they
would be confronted with a visual paradox when both became visibie in the mirror. g".h
monkey should see its neighbor bot-h in the mirror and directly beside itself. B"t the imale
in the-mirror would portray not only its neighbor, but also a <<stranger,>. Gallup and lis
coworkers reasoned that because the situation would be inherently coitradictory, it might
force th-e monkeys in a- more direct tray to realize the significance of their orr, ..fl..tio"nr.
None of them ever did. Both a mother-infant pair and 

-an 
infant-infant pair failed ,o ,,,rr.

the mirror to examine the facial marks that could not otherwise b. s..rr,, (Gtrrw et al.,
1980:.216). Although the results seem difficult to interpret, it is worth pointing out rhere
is evidence that monkeys can recogni ze each other based on mirrored .,l.s 

"lonJ 
(G,1lrue,

personal communication, 1987). Thus we are left with a situation where an individuai
monkey gazes into a mirror and recognizes the reflection of its cagemate, but is left
forever guessing as ro the identity of itr orn reflection.

...- Anticipating the possibility that non-recognition might be due to motivational
differences between species, Gallup employed a s-econd contiol procedure of marking the
stomach or wrists of the animals to be formally tested for silf-recognition. Curiiusly
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enough, the animals showed a great interest in the marks that they could see directly, but
not the ones that could only be seen in the mirror.

Self-Awateness in Pigeons?

The central assumption that makes self-recognition research of such interest is that it
is an indicator of self-awareness (for a further discussion of this issue see Genup, 1982,
1983, 1985; Genup & Surtnez, 1986). Recently, however, EpsrEIN, LeNze & SxrNrNen
(198i) have argued that we need not appeal to a cognitive interpretation. Mirror naive
pigeons (maintained at 80Vo body weight) were put through an elaborate ten day
conditioning regime where they were reinforced to peck at blue dots on various parts of
their body and the test chamber. Eventually Epsrenl et al. (1981) were able to produce
pigeons that were reportedly responding to marks on themselves that were only visible in a
mirror. They claim that either we admit pigeons into the realm of the self-aware, or
recognize that operant conditioning is a sufficient explanation of chimpanzee and orangu-
tan behavior in front of mirors.

The refusal of the Skinnerian tradition to accept spontaneous self-recognition as an
indicator of higher mentd faculties (i.e., self-awareness), can be viewed in the context of
the broader problems it faces from the challenges of <<cognitive science> (see GrtnorueR,
1986 for a historical perspective on this issue; also see SxrNNen's [1937] recent defense of
behaviorism). Gurup has critized this approach for a variety of reasons, but the most
salient ones involve the competing nature of the paradigms employed by the two research
ftaditions. G,q,ttup's inquiries into the nature of self-awareness can be sharply contrasted
against SxtNNEn's behaviorist school 'which does not even admit its possibility. Girrlup
stresses the spotttaneor.s nature of the onset of self-recognition in chimpanzees and draws
attention to the rigid conditioning regime of Skinner. In other words, simply because
reinforcement techniques may be able to produce the appearance of self-recognition in
pigeons, this does not mean that the underlying significance of that behavior is the same
for chimpanzees and birds. (For a detailed discussion of this problem see Grtrue, 1982:
24r-242).

The key point from the above discussion is that chimpanzees and orangutans do not
have to be trained to touch the red spots that appear on their foreheads. Rather, they
make the appropriate response to the marks immediately - or on Trial One. This type of
behavioral evidence, using previously acquired abilities to solve novel problems, features
prominently in recent discussions among psychologists on the distinction between associa-
tive learning and cognition (RuMsA,ucH & Parr, 1984; Pnnrvncx, 1986). Thus, it would
be hard to imagine more persuasive evidence of the cognitive aspect of this phenomenon.

In addition to these conceptual objections, it appears that the serious methodological
criticisms Gallup has outlined (see G,clrup, 1982; Glnup and Su,mrz, L986) may have
turned out to be correct as a recent study has failed to replicate EpsrerN et al. 's findings
(GErneno et al., L982\. Also, both ANoEnsoN (1984) and BBruH,q,n et al. (1975) have failed
to produce <,self-recognition> in monkeys using reinforcement techniques.

The Anomalous Gorillas

Gallup's initial report suggested that a <<qualitative psychological difference'> among
the primates might have been discovered (G,trup,l9l0:87) between the great apes and
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the other primates. Orangutans soon made their debut into then gss ing tt . ..r ti""t,.a d;:;;; 
"i,.ii-.l""r"i tio n, thu s.addi;I ::ffi ;rr:rA nT;;:f,Hwhich made sense in ,.r,nr .i 

"r.") 
"ii"ri 

lorions about ,t. phyiog.ny of the primares. putanorher wav, if we had r" J"r.-rrrilirri".ri.n-.?-r".ii;"il#, 
with animars, ar reast itwould be with the .".ir-i;-;;irii'rt .lo..ly related ro us.However, iusr as. Ge*up r"r"^u".girr.ri"g',"-*,nl"ririt, aiuia. up the orderPrimates based on a cr.ea1 o-rt.rr"ilti.ati,r5*t.*", iii'r"i*", faired to accomprishwhat they almost ...triJy ".,r,ld;"h#rIri..-...;r;;ll.::...perimental 

attempts todemonstrare setf-recogniti;,l;s*iii;r, tg^r.*,-i;;;,);;;invotving ou., 
" ior.nanimars, have a, pro?uced ;;d;;";;J;, _d";;; 

?t^ru*, 1e82; suanEz rG,trruR, 1981; Lethm"r., .ir.J"ii"a;;", D82).8.;;r; t-h. f".t that chimpanzeesand goriltas are more .ror.rv ..rri.i ,. ,; ;;; " Jr. jd;;", 
positing so unique aff lii' ff *:.' tlr#';tyfi'#iT lio 

;;il ";;;,:'#i ::, i,i eo.iil;,,'i, 
-#;',"

SuenEz & G.rrrup trgsrr ir? 
^ii^ar. reviewed many possibre expranadons thatmight account for a r..t 

"r 'Ji-';.;;;i", ir;;;til;ril;,r"r?rraoru them from thesetf-aware, 
"nd 

th.'.foi.iffi;j; ri;i.n, .r.,i, 
"" 

jt;iil;;:nts here. Differences inexperimental desien,.eye- structure, motivation, visuar and ,nla, ,r.iilr, eye_hand coordin_
ffi.?,,1t'jlT'"uitL'1ur 

r.'.c-il ;.' i;. u"., .?l#*r.i,lio*n, or time exposed to

*t"rril'*+*'1$l#lq;6i.

""0 
,*.o',i:'; l,:.T"'' " 

r'^t"-' 
'"ii.'4t,r,",,"ee.ri, iriir*..., between gorillas

ffi:rTr:j1!TlF:5f*:q:;;*::i*::r:#i,x'nxfiliT.t*T,;
.onf .on,.J,;il;;.iili!!Ti'lf"Tii:i.,u:1,'?TiT*LT,.,:rtr3i*+*#*#

_[:ii,t'J"';#il*::;trT1x;;ii*";1ilft i1ff *:ji;:e;,,i#';,;s;r;i'.might be that e;fu las n.r,.r 
- 
bor-rr., ;H" rl";ih. ;fi;;;:: T.:jrr:::;Ii::,.7themselves. c^L'o r"rra .ui..,';; ;j";."roning, pointing'lut ,r,"t gorilras are vervinterested in grooming rn.1"rir"i;;d"; rrr.ii,uTirrl"rr**T.lrinrrr.ri'g 

a modvationto touch marked b"d-v ar.as. L..*ir;";'r."ognir. y";;ij; mirror is at heart a
learning task. Thus. the.fact rt"r. ffi.,ru gri"r ri",llln irll,r*r, cannot be takenas evidence of a moiivatiorr-ro roiu. il;;iT probrem posed by an exposed mirror. Thedevelopment of self-recognition p.ob"[ty..|rrc in stages (Rour*", 19g6), one of which is

fi -'.'##,'fi i'::1,*t*i,.','.:g#: jT,J,..';-ia,.xil,:ffi1ff 
;T,..:x?,#,Ullr

[.nF:iT{t"*.1.'-?ffi ilffi,"*#l^,,.ou,i;,',,';;"',ffJ.rbotheri"*,i,i,l
Finally, Ge'up woult- 

"rmo.r certainry offer the objection thar serf_awarenessshoutd not be conceived of-al r,"u.ii,'ui."'ll'J;-a ;; d;;#ffi;iin. rnur, it might beargued that an expranation ;i;; ffiil'I"'rr-,. p.rriuiliiv-J'rJtr'-"*"..n.ss in gorinasa.long with an inabilitv.t:,I..:,n . f;;il;,i.rr,r.tu.r, ;il;^";.::entiat point that thetesr should reveal a c"oacity that the fi;;l A1.3al possesses (Gnuup, 1979). Admitted_ly' my explanation do"s.ignore c^iir";.'*ilr.,, 
"rr,r,notion tt "irn animal with a well_ffi:::i,,,:f;;:",'r'lJ;:i::tii*i*'*.ffi":*:::l&",ti*,T., i, rep,aces i, ,iiiit requires appiopriate attention ,; il ;;ij',Ttf;:':il#t-T,:f arter it i' di'.o*,.r.J,
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:.I -t One possibility not yet considered is that even though the rearing histories of the
great apes used in these studies may be similar, those early experiences may have different
impacts on different species, Secxerr et al. (1976), for example, found that the effects of
early social isolation in two closely related macaque species (Macaca mulatta and M.
nemestrina) revealed <<impressive species differencesr> (p. 286) suggesting that <<basic
genetic differences may interact with abnormal rearing conditions in determining whether
a particular individual will be susceptible to developing extensive abnormal behavion>
(Slcxrrr et al., 1976:287). Thus, even in species as closely related as pigtail and rhesus
macaques, the same early rearing conditions may lead to surprisingly different behavioral
outcomes. As Sic.crerT points out, his <<data clearly shorv that the generality of rearing-
condition effects, even across very closely related non-human primate species, must be
tested by experiment - not simply assumed> (et al., 1976:287). Therefore, it could well
be that gorillas are simply more likely to experience detrimental effects from deprived
environments than are the other great apes. While there is no direct evidence to bear on
this question - nor would it necessarily be desirable to create some - it is worth pointing
out that deprived early rearing experiences are known to preclude the expression of self-
recognition in chimpanzees (G,trlun et al., l97l; and possibly orangurans: Su,c.REz &
Genup, 1981).

Before gorillas had been systematically tested for self-recognition, P.c,TTEnsoN (i978)
described how her gorilla could successfully identify her reflection by signing <<Koko>
while pointing to her mirror-image. Giurup had already objected to this type of data as

evidence of self-reflection by drawing a clear distinction between <dabelinp a reflection
and true self-recognition. In a vacuum, Geuup is probably correct - evidence for self-
recognition based solely upon the association of a name with a particular mirror-image is
insufficient (see GeLlup, L975; Sulnnz & Geuue, 1981, 1986). However, new evidence
has emerged that makes it more difficult to discount Koko's capacity for self-recognition.

Patterson has reared Koko since the gorilla's first year of life as part of an on-going
attempt to teach her American Sign Language (LrNnen & PerrERsor.r, 1981). Initially she
responded to mirrors like all primates do - she treated the image as if it were another
animal. But by four years of. age, Koko began responding to mirrors in a fashion indicative
of self-recognition (PettensoN, 1984). PATTensoN's observations are strikingly similar to
those that Gar,lup orginally used as evidence for self-recognition in chimpanzees (see

Pe.rransoN, 1984 2). From these accounts, Koko clearly demonstrates spontaneous and
unprompted use of a mirror to gain information about the self.

Perhaps the most intriguing evidence that Patterson brings to bear on the issue of
gorilla self-recognition is from a remakable incident captured on videotape. Patterson
describes the event:

Koko has been sitting in front of a... plexiglass mirror with a toothbrush. After briefly brushing her
teeth, she examines her tongue and teeth, using the toothbrush as a grooming aid... At this poini she
raises her upper lip with her finger and notices some black pigment on her otherwise-pink upper right
gum. She picks at it with her finger and with the end of the toothbrush, looking ar the end of ihe
toothbrush after she does so. She drops her lip to reposition, then lifts it again andwhile holding it up
with her right index finger, picks at the dark area with her left Iittle finger, looking at her fingernail and
licking it after she does so, and then uses the toothbrush on the aiea (Plrrensor.r, 1984: 2-)).

Note from the above account that the mark that Koko was responding to was both
unobtrusively applied (she did not know it was there before she looked in the mirror) and
that it was visible only with the aid of a mirror. Also of interest is Koko's inspection of the
toothbrush and her finger after picking at the spot. As Gallup (i975) has pointed out for
chimpanzees, visual and olfactory examination of the fingers that touched the red marks is
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yet more confirmation that the animals knew that the reflection was of themselves. If the
reflected image was still thouqht to be a conspecific, there would have been no reason to
inspect their own fingers <<because these would not have been the fingers that made actual
contact with the red spots> (p. )27).

Phylogeny of the Hominoids and the Evolution of Self.Awareness

. G,[rup has postulated that gorillas (along-with_monkeys) lack <,a cognitive caregory
for processing visual information about the,if" (Crrru": ;;gr,240). His r,rgg.riioi
ultimately translates into the absence of <<some as yet unspecified n.u.o"niio.i.J
features,> of the brain (Su,tnez & G,uue, 19g1: 1g6). ceuupitss2) has noted tt"i tlr.
gorilla-brain is the least lateralized of all the great apes, and more recently f,", foUol".i ,p
this idea suggesting that mountain gorillas konlia erith iiriiiii _ which have been
shown to have a much more structuialJy lateralized 6rain than tieir lowland relatives -may yet show signs of self-recognition (Genun, personal communication, 19g6).

In response to critics who point to gorillas as a stumbling block for his scheme for
operationalizing self-awar.ness, GALrup has taken the line that"the g"rilt;";.lt;;J;
exists insofar as one .,suffers from the misconception of evolution ar'" prog.esriu. pio..rro(Ge[up, 198J: 481). He envisions the danger of becoming uintell.ct.rTly ,#k1qdb;
taxonomic categories largely_ based on gross morphology,> lcauun, L9g:2t 239). And
trnally, turning to Goulo & Eronencs's (1972) model of punctuated equilibrium, G,rrr*
& SuenEz (1986) have suggested that a few anomalies like the gorillas may be oconsistent
with rather than at odds with what we know about rhe nature Ji.*turion"t 

"i;;;.;;6-14).
But if we consider traditional (and well-ac_cepted) notions about the phylogeny of the

hominoids (Prrne.r.rr, 1984; Crocuoru, 19g5), Gel_up,s construction U..fr*riifiiJr,o
acceptr and with respect to evolutionary biology, his explanation, ,... inadequate. If we
view the capacitv for self-recognition as Ge-Jo h"r, then we th;JJ be able iJ ..piai ii,
ptesence in these animals in terms of their evolutionary hirlory. W. rhould be.bi.to or.
the-lesser-apes and monkeys as outgroups fo..omp"rir"r ii"..1rr. t."it,wo,Jd L"u.
evolved after the differentiation of 9he gibbons f.om ih. r.rt oJ ii. t o*ir"ia ii*. rfr"r,
self-recognition would be a shared deriied character uniting the great apes and humans.But g_iven the gorilla's inability to recognize irr;ii;;[i, ;;A nJr""ip.", to be the case.If we assume for the momenr thit the failure r";.;;;r;;. self-recognirt""-i;gorillas reflects the real absence of self-awareness, as defined by c.r,4ue (19g5, forexample), and that the traditional phylogeny of the h;;;id, i, accurate, rhen onepossibility is that. the gorilla may have Lrj.rgo.. a characterct"i. ..u.rra for this traitduflng its evolution. In other words, the common ancestor of the great apes 

"rrd 
th.

fuma.n lineage may have had this traii, but for- some reason the gorill"a rin.d. rrr;; h;;;lost. the capacity- for sdf.-recognition. This would ..tr"iJ/ "..iiilo, ,i,. data, but thisexplanation is ad hoc and inco-nsistent with much of *il;;l;; 
"fo,rt 

go.i[" behavior.But more sub.stantively, if self-recognition reany i, ." i"d;;;;.i ,.u .*-"r*;J;;i;
is exuemely difficult to envision an organism ..rtlrrirrg ro ""i;; " 

,n."ra f".Jry "J,rc"losing it through the forces of evolutioi. on the oth.ih"nd, i i, p"lJur. ,r,"i,ri. ."p".iry
:::[:*::9T:l^d-:i:ln in.the.chimpanzee, oransuran and'hum"n iir,."g. 

"frr,"rgr,'n'i"ievolutlonary biologists would object to such a construction on the grounl, .r p".ii."iy]
- 
Both explanations are difficult to accept for such 

" 
,r"i, r".fr-], self-awareness andare inconsistent with Patterson's claims oi self-recognition Uy-kof.o. Given rfr.-".*
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evidence she has offered it would seem worthwhile to pursue further tests of self-
recognition in gorillas. Younger gorillas could be tested in order to reduce the detrimental
effects that captivity might have upon the expression of self-recognition. It would also be
useful if a formal test of self-recognition by Koko could be conducted. P^e,rrensoN (1984)

has objected to such a test, citing the dangers of anesthesia, but a slightly modified
technique could be employed in which no anesthesia would be needed (see Ronnnr, 1986).

Self-Less Monkeys or Th,resholds of Awareness?

Monkeys in front of mirrors are apparently left forever guessing as to the identity of
the mysterious mimic trapped inside the looking-glass. But does self-recognition reflect
such a basic and distinct ability that we must envision the separate evolution of this trait
after the differentiation of the gibbon from the hominoid line? Another way of envision-
ing the problem is to ask if self-recognition and self-awareness need to be viewed as

isomorphs. Gauup has made a convincing case that self-recognition requires the presence
of self-awareness, but it is not so clear whether self-awareness requires an ability for self-
recognition in mirrors, despite arguments to the contrary (see G,rnup & Suenez, 1986).
It may only be fair to investigate the relationship of monkeys to mirrors in more detail
before we abandon what Geu-up has referred to as the <,conceptual integrity of monkeysr>.

An intriguing question emerges out of the above discussion: If monkeys are truly
incapable of recognizing their mirror-images, who do they see when they gaze into a

miror? The question poses a challenge for primate psychology (see ANnensor.r, 1984) and
if answered may help to assess both the reality and validity of this <discontinuity)> among
the primates.

Can Monkeys Use Minors?

One reason why monkeys might fail to recognize themselves could be that they lack
the broader ability to understand the reflective properties of mirrors. In other words,
monkeys may not specifically lack a self-concept, but rather they may more generally be
unable to process mirored information. However, there are reports ranging from anecdo-
tal (Aremv, 1928; Grmunn, 1900; Hucues, 1978) to experimental (H,tn, 1962; Tnrrre-
nAUGH, 1928; Bnoml, McDovELL & RosrlrsoN, 1965) that indicate that monkeys
understand the basic properties of reflective surfaces. TrNxrepeuc:e- (1928) showed that
macaques rvould turn around to gain a more direct access to events that they had just
witnessed in mirrors. Bnovx et al. (1965) found that rhesus monkeys could learn to
perform a color discrimination'task using their reflection in a mirror as a guide.

Based on this evidence, both Ghuup (1982) and AnnpnsoN (1984) conclude that
monkeys do understand the essential properties of mirors, but for some reason (presuma-
bly the lack of self-awareness), are unable to translate that understanding in tests of self-
recognition. Recently, Mexzer et al. (1985) have challenged these accounts based on their
findings with rhesus monkeys. In these studies, the subject was placed in a room that
contained a small hole in one wall and a large mirror was placed outside the room directly
facing the hole. Next the hole was covered from the outside (so the subject could not view
what the experimenters were doing) and a piece of fruit was stuck on the outside of the
wall. Once the hole was uncovered, the task facing the monkeys was to use the mirror'to
locate the position of the fruit on the wall and then reach through the hole and obtain the
food.
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The investigators discovered that if the food remained in the same location through-
out the rials, the monkeys had little difficulty with the task. But if barriers were placed in
such a fashion as to block the direct path to the food reward, the animals continually
rammed their hands into the barrier even though it was plainly visible in the minor. Also,
if novel placements of the fruit were introduced, the monkeys never reached directly for
the fruit on Trial One. In addition, there was no evidence that the monkeys were using

the mirrors to monitor their reaching efforts to help them successfully find the food
rewards. Chimpanzees, on the other hand, solved these and more difficult tasks readily
(MpNzer et al.,19851. Based on this evidence, MENzTL et al. conclude that reports failing
to show self-recognition in monkeys might better be interpreted in a more general fashion

- the inability to be <<capable of mirror-guided behaviors'> (1985:216).
They see a direct parallel between the ability to pass tests of self-recognition and the

ability to use mirrors correctly, thus skirting the entire debate over the cognitive vs. non-

cognitive processes underlying self-recognition tasks (MeNzEI- et al., 1985 see GArtUl,
tggZ, tgSl; EpsrEltt et al., l98l; Fox, 1982). \flhile intriguing, Muruzrt et al.'s conclu-

sions seem an implausible explanation for the lack of self-recognition in monkeys. For one

thing, there is good experimental evidence demonstrating the opposite. BnowN (et al.,

196i) found -otrkeys giadually learning to utilize the mirror image <,as a visual cue for
immediate direct response to the appropriate one of the two identical cords> (pp. 127-L28)

in an experimental-setup almost identical to that of Menzel and his coworkers. In
addition, AxnensoN (1986) has recently shown that two species of macaques were

spontaneously able to learn to use mirrored information to hdp locate otherwise invisible
food rewards in an analogous experimentd design. However, as Anderson points out,
there was no evidence thai these monkeys were using the mirrors to actually guide their
reaching efforts, so it would be more accurate to describe their ability as one of mirror-
mediated spatial location of objects.

Ironically, MEtrzEL et al. themselves provide persuasive indirect evidence that
monkeys do not, in fact, recognize their images since their monkeys recommenced threats
at the mirror-image when food was placed directly in front of the mirror, and especially

when they reached their hands toward the food. Ge.nup has pointed out that this seems

to be evidence that monkeys interpret their reflections as other monkeys (personal

communication, 1986).
Finally, it seems that Gic,r-rup's motivational controls on self-recognition tasks

(marking a spot that is directly visible to the animal) provide the most damaging evidence

against the position that monkeys do recognize themselves in mirrors, but do not groom

the test maik beca,rse of an inability to guide their behavior in a mirror. Because the

animals are very interested in marks that appear on other parts of their bodies, if they do

recognize themselves in mirrors, then - the 180" reversal aside - they should like'wise

understand that there is a red mark on their forehead. If the absence of self-recognition
were due to inadequate perceptual-motor skills, we would still predict that the animals

would use the mirror to locate the marks and then touch them, euen witbout the belp ol the

minor ix guiding their efforts. But they never do.

Vho do Monkeys See in Mirrots?

If the best interpretation of the evidence to date is that monkeys do not recognize

themselves in mirrors, then the puzzling question of who they see as they stare at their
own reflections must be confronted. Current data on this point is suggestive, but
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anecdotal (BeRrRANp, 1969: 150; Prerr & THoruresou, 1985: 100). One way of assessing

to what degree monkeys think that their mirror-images are real is to measure their social
responsiveness to the images. ANoEnsoN (1984) has provided an extensive review of this
question and has outlined several lines of evidence to suggest that monkeys interpret their
reflections as conspecifics. First, they often look behind the mirror and make sweeping
motions with their arms as if to discover the location of the monkey inside the mirror
(ArErEv, 1928; Hucnes, 1978; Hrrr, L962; BeRrnANo, 1969; Ger-ruv, L977a; but see

EcresH & SNovooN, 1983). Second, social behaviors to mirrors have been reported by all
investigators. In fact, this marks one of the critical distinctions between animals that
eventually learn to recognize themselves and those that do not. As Ge.llup (et al., 1980:
218) has remarked, <<The emergence of self-directed orientation to the mirror must
necessarily await this decrease in social behavior...>>. Third, infant stumptail macaques

reared with only mirrors for the first year of life show less social impairment than those
reared alone (AnoEnsor.r, 1981).

Despite this evidence, ANnensoN (1984) cautions that we must resist temptations to
assume that monkeys do not understand the difference between real and <<reflectedo

monkeys. It is difficult to conclude from the available data that monkeys are completely
<,fooledr> by mirors. Perhaps it would be most in line with the current data to state that
monkeys are able to understand the duality that reflective surfaces create for some things
such as objects in the environment and probably other monkeys, but not for themselves.

Pygy Matmosets and Mirtors: Precursors of Self-Recognition?

One pair of researchers have attacked the problem of self-recognition by emphasizing
phylogenetic continuity and species-specific behaviors. Eclesn & Sruovoorl (1983) have
argued that some species, while failing formal self-recognition tests, may show <<precursor

behaviors> of self-recognition. They note that Pygmy marmosets (Cebuella ngrnaea) do
not self-groom and hence G,c.Lrup's criterion responses for self-recognition cannot be
used. In addition, they suggest that self-recognition may be a gradational phenomenon
between those animds possessing the capacity and those which do not. Their study
examined the responses of pygmy marmosets to mirors.

Since these animals do not self-groom they were not tested for self-recognition using
Ge,rrup's red dye test, but the authors report several important findings. First, they
&scovered that after a very short period of time the animals' threat responses to the
mirror-images declined (Ecresn & SNownoN, 19Sl). They describe this as being similar to
findings with chimpanzees and orangutans, but unlike results with monkeys who continue
to threaten mirrors even after extremely long exposure (see GeLrup, L975). Ecrnsn &
SNotrDoN also report that when the mirror was moved to a new location in the cage there
was a renewed interest in the mirror, but no threats were directed at the image. The
authors offer this as evidence that the image in the mirror was no longer perceived as

another monkey since they did not threaten it as they would other real marmosets.
The fact that the marmosets did not threaten the mirror-images after the mirror was

moved to a new location may merely be the result of accepting the mirror-monkeys as

familiar <<cagematesr> (albeit very strange ones that are inaccessible; also see Su.tRpz &
GALtue, 1986 for contrary findings with rhesus monkeys). The monkeys may recognize
the mirror-image without recognizing it as themselves. Also, as Gluup & Sunnelz (1936)

have observed, their results actually show continued threat behavior directed at the image

after the first day, although at diminished rates. This is perhaps best interpreted as
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habituation to the mirror-images. The authors would like to rule out this possibility based

on evidence that the animals threatened marmosets housed in other cages if given the
opportunity to see them via mirrors. But they provide no data as to how long the animals

were given exposure to this neighboring group, and it is likely that it was of very short
duration.

Ecless & Snowoor.t conclude that pygmy marmosets do not <<ffeat the mirror-image
as real,> (L983: 217). They interpreted their animal's behaviors (such as hiding behind
obiects to ((peepD into the mirror and following their own hands while making sweeping
motions in front of the mirror) as part of the <<reality testing) phase of self-recognition
described by DIxor.r (1957) for human infants. But, due to the species-specific absence of
self-grooming behavior, the authors argue, they would never be able to pass G,c,LLup's self-
recognition test even if they did recognize their own reflections. But in the end, pygqy
marmosets can touch their own foreheads, despite the fact that they normally may not do
so. They imply that somehow GlrLUp's criterion response is unfair, without providing
any evidence that their monkeys are incapable of touching a spot that has been marked.
(Genup & Suenez [1986: 11] have likewise objected to Eglash and Snowdon's conclu-
sions, pointing out that a straightforward way of testing this would be to mark spots that
are directly visible to the animals).

In an attempt to assess the credibility of many recent claims that the reduction of
social responding to mirrors can be interpreted as evidence of self-recognition (Ecmsn &
SruownoN, 1983; Prem & Tnorrpsol,1985; see especially Fox, 1982), SuAnez & Grnup
(1936) recently completed a study aimed at discerning the nature of this decline in
responsiveness to mirrors. Two rhesus monkeys, which had both been exposed to mirrors
for nearly seven years, showed a tremendous increase in social responding to the mirror
after it was moved to a new location. The monkeys persisted in these reactions for several
hours demonstrating that the effect was not due to immediate startle reactions due to a

novel change in their environment, nor did moving other familiar objects in the room
produce these reactions. The effect was replicated (Su,c,REz & Geuue, 1986) and there is
informal evidence which corroborates these findings (Heu,, 1962; B,tvenr & ANoensou,
1985). \flhile difficult to interpret, it seems to rule out any simplistic claims that equate
declines in social responses to mirrors with self-recognition. Chimpanzees, for example,
have been shown by Calhoun and Thompson (cited in Suenrz & Glnue, 1986) to show
<<immediate and unambigous evidence of self-recognitioo> after a year-long delay in mirror
exposure.

Effects of Social Isolation on the Development of Self-Recognition

The concept of <<self> has had a long and tenous history in many academic disciplines,
especially in anthropology and psychology. Coolev (l9l2l, for example, proposed what
has become known as the <l,ooking-Glass> theory of self. But here, the dooking-glass,t
was not a mirror, but rather the reflected appraisal of ourselves that we receive from
others. In this context, the development of the self is an interpersonal phenomenon and
therefore is dependent on social interactions with other people. CooLey's student, MEno
(1934), expanded on his work and proposed that in order to develop a self-concept it was
necessary to have a chance to <<see yourself as you are seen by others>>. But like so much
theory related to the self, the Coot-ey-Mr.e.o hypothesis fell into disrepute not because it
was inherently uninteresting, but because it appeared untestable.

Following his initial demonstration of self-recognition by chimpanzees, GALLUP
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embarked on a project explicitly designed to test the Coorev-Meeo theory of self-
development. G^tnup reasoned that individual chimpanzees that had been reared in
complete social isolation would provide suitable subjects for just such a test. Gxtup et al.
(1971) used six chimpanzees: three were wild-born and had spent the majority of their
lives interacting with other chimps, three had been reared in complete social isolation.

All of the subjects were provided with mirror exposure, following the procedure
described earlier. The feral apes reacted just as expected - their social responses to the
mirror rapidly declined and were follorved by self-directed behaviors around the third day
and passed the red-dye test. The isolate-reared chimps, by contrast, showed no social
responses to the mirror, nor any evidence of self-directed behaviors and failed the red-dye
test.

Gerrup (1977a; et al., 1,97I) has suggested that these results lend credibility to the
Coorev-MeAD theory of self-concept development. The data indicated that without
adeq_uate interaction with others, there was no chance for an appropriate self-concept to
develop. Ganup has anticipated objections that these results rn"y Ui more indicative of a
destruction of learning abilities than of confirmation of a <.Looking-Glass> theory of self.
As he notes, there is evidence to suggest that apparent deficits in learning abilities shown
by non'human primates reared in social isolation may be due to uenhanced levels of
emotionality early in tesring> (Gerlue et al., r97l: 73). However, GnLLur's isolate
chimpanzees showed no signs of increased emotionality during resring (primarily since
there was no difference between the test situation and their normal housing except ior the
presence of a mirror). On the other hand, other evidence contradicrs Genup's dismissal
of the potential destruction of learning abilities as the cause of the lack of self-recognition
by the isolate apes. D,tveNponr and his colleagues (D,c,vENponr & RocEns, 1968; DevEN-
rc8:r et al-, 1969) have shown some amount of long-lasting effects on the learning abfities
of chimpanzees reared in social isolation.

In order to assess the effects of remedial social interacrion on the development of
self-recognition, Hrrr, BuNov, G.ur-up & Mccrune (cited in Geuup et;t., L97L)
investigated three chimpanzees that had been reared as isolates since birth. At eighteen
molths of age two of the chimps had been paired together, while the third remained in
isolation. As the CooLsv-MEAD hypothesis would predict, only the chimps given social
experience for three months showed signs of self-recognition. In addition to providing
evidence for the <Looking-Glass> model, it also mitigates interpretations that this effect is
due to a destruction of learning abilities. If it were, all of the chimpanzees should have
continued to fail self-recognition tests, despite the remedial social experience, unless social
experience might also have some positive effect on learning skills.

Many might criticize Glr-rup's conclusions from these experiments. After all, are we
to imagine that the two chimpanzees had no concept of themselves before they began to
interact with each other? There may well be a differince berween a lack of self-recog-nition
and a lack of self-awareness. Nonetheless, despite these intuitive misgivings, the-results
are impressive and constitute some empirical support for the Coorey-Me^to hypothesis.
But as alwaysr-the,precise nature of the relationship between an organism's failure to
recognize itself and its capacity for self-awareness remains elusive.

Self'Recognition, Self-Awareness, and the Expansion of Behavioral Hotizons in Ptimates

It is easy to confuse the twin concepts of self-recognition and ,.lf-a.-ar.n.ss.
Desuorun (1979\, for example, asserts that it is best to view these rerms as <,isomorphs and

.:i
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hence one should indicate the presence of the other> (p. 171). But in fact, this is not
necessarily the case. It is worth recalling that G,c,Lrup's mirror test was not originally
designed to operationalize self-awareness. Intitially, he envisioned it only as a way of
determining if animals might be capable of recognizing themselves in mirors (Geuup,
1981). And even after he had outlined the relationship between self-recognition and self-
awareness, the test was only able to detect the presence of self-awareness, not to prove its
absence. All that mirrors can do is objectify the ability to become the object of one's own
attention. Even before they learn to recognize themselves in mirrors, chimpanzees and
orangutans presumably have a self-concept. Likewise, despite the fact that monkeys never
learn to recognize themselves on this test of self-awareness, they might on another. It is an
enor to assume that self-recognition and self-awareness are isomorphic. Gnrup &
Su,c.Rsz (1986) have objected to such statements (but see GlrLUr, L977:340), arguing
instead that the failure to recognize one's reflection in a mirror <should be associated with
the absence of a variety of subtle, but complex attributional processes...)> 1p. 1l).Geuup
has devised a construct for the emergence of mind that allows for convergent validation of
self-awareness based on specific behavioral indicators that should be possible only in
specibs that are self-aware. (See Gerrup, L982, 1983, 1985; G,rlrup & Suitncz, 1986).
This model envisions <<mind> as the ability of an organism to monitor its own mental
states. In other words, while many organisms may have <<feelings> which prompt their
behavior, mind has evolved as the capacity to reflect upon and differentiate between
<<hunger, anger, fear, and the like> (Genup,1982:241). The unique property of self-
awareness (or mind) is the ability to become the object of your own attention (G.trup,
1982). All animals must be aware of objects and events in their environments in the sense
that they react to them, but without the ability to somehow access their own mental states
they must be <<mindless> (Gitrue, 1982). Geuup has stressed that it may have the ability
to turn the problem of mind into a <<set of empirical questions>> (Genup, 1982 243).

By recognizing that mind is essentially the abfity to monitor your own mental states,
it becomes obvious that a unique byproduct of self-awareness is the attribution of
intention to others (for a fuller discussion of this idea see Gluur, 1982, t983, 1985;
Gauup & Suenrz, 1986). In humans the tendency to attribute the same mental states we
experience to those around us is almost inescapable and it is so pervasive that we extend
that attribution to animals without thinking about it (see especially Genue, 1985).
Geuup has siezed this idea and has argued that this insight provides yet another method
for detecting the presence of mind. In theory, it is possible to compile a list of behaviors
(for example, gratitude, grudging, sympathy, empathy, attribution of responsibiJity,
intentional deception) that require an organism to attribute mentd states to others and
then to look for instances of these behaviors. In the coruse of this search we will come
across what Gnnup describes as <<hard-vired analogsr> of mind as well as genuine <<self-

aware instancesn of mind. Organisms possessing a sense of self should inherit a remarkable
range of new capacities that emerge from the ability to use basic behavioral motor patterns
in innovative and self-generated ways. G,urw (L982, 198), 1985; also Ger-lup &
SulRrz, 1986) has offerred criteria for distinguishing between these <<mindless>> instances
of the above behaviors, and has argued that while anecdotal accounts may be suggestive,
such a quest for mind will require convergent vdidation strecthing across the categories of
behaviors he isolates (Ge.nue, 1982) as well as rigorous experimental tests designed
explicitly to elucidate information about the attributional capacities of the animals in
question (GalluR, personal communication, 1986; For an example of this type of
experimental approach, see PReMA,cr & Woonnurr, 1978).

AseutrH (i984) has convincingly argued that the use of anthropomorphism in
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descriptions of primate behavior is inevitable. She has concluded that the vehicle for these
anthropomorphic descriptions is metaphor. In other words, when we write that <<the first
monkey hides from the second monkeyr>, the term <<hide> is a metaphor implying human
motivation to the monkey. But as Harris (in AsqurrH, 1984) has pointed our, an
anthropomorphic statement about a primate cannot suddenly <rbecome>> a metaphor simply
because the researcher happens to belieue that the animal is an unconscious machine.
Thus, another way of viewing G^l,rrup's (1982, l98i) call for a <<comparative psychology
of mind> is to see it as an attempt to determine when our anthropomorphic rt"tements 

"-r.metaphors and when they reflect reality.
Finally we are left with the possibility of disconcordant results between mirror tesrs

of s-elf-recognition and a behavioral search for evidence of mind. Geuup has strongly
implied that this would not be the case, but many researchers might not feel that a failJre
of their subjects to recognize themselves in mirrors is a sufficiint reason to deny them
presence of mind (sensu Gtrrw, 1982; For example, see Siuurs' [19g6] treatment of
intentional deception, attribution, and grief in baboons). But it is probably adequate for
my purposes to point out that their is no reason why it must go both ways. Being able to
recognize yourself is directly indicative of an ability to think about yourself,-but the
reverse is not necessarily true. It is, unclear from Gallup's research why the ability to
conceive of yourself must necessarily carry with it the capacity for self-recognitiln.

Conclusion

\X/hile Genun emphasizes the theme of mental continuity that self-awareness (as
deduced by mirror-recognitio_n studies) suggests between humans and chimpanzees (see
G,ttun, 1982, 1983,1985: G,c,nue et a\.,1977), other researchers are not so convinced.
Skepticism ranges from that of Goooerr (197L) who believes that self-recognition in
mirrors is possible with only a dawning awareness of a fleshy body, to that 

"of 
Sr'rrlr

(1985) who interprets GAttup's work as <<fascinating>>, but wiro is not at all convinced
that it demonstrates <<full-blown selfhood - say that of... S"rtt. puzzledby the absurdity
of existence> -(p. 64). However, while it is ouiside the scope of-this pap;, if G,c.LLUp's
construct of the emergence of mind turns out to be correct, then it will stand as powerful
comoboration for his assertion that humans and chimpanzees share much of th. ,"-.
conceptual equipment in common.
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